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“My kitchen designs speak volumes, your 
rangehood doesn’t have to!”
Kitchens are the heart and soul of the home. They are where we meet, create, eat and 
entertain. A haven which is a special place and unique for every family.

As an award winning designer I have created a countless number of kitchens both locally and 
overseas. I work closely with my clients to create their dream space and turn their kitchens 
into works of art.

My kitchen designs speak volumes; your rangehood doesn’t have to.

Schweigen Silent Rangehoods provide a premium look and feel without the noise associated 
with regular rangehoods. They combine stunning aesthetics and brilliant performance with 
silent extraction so you can enjoy the conversations, the laughter and the memories of the 
moments spent in your kitchen for years to come.

Mal Corboy
Award Winning International Designer
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The 6 Cornerstones of Schweigen

Manufactured in Europe
Klasse by Schweign rangehoods are designed and 
manufactured in Europe. Fabricated manually and in 
small batches, these rangehoods exhibit paramount 
quality and finishing.

Distinguished design and quality.

Research
Our research takes us around the world in an effort 
to deliver the best possible product. We place 
great emphasis on researching and developing new 
rangehoods that possess the latest technological 
solutions such as low energy lighting, more efficient 
extraction and many other advanced solutions. It 
is because of this that we are able to consistently 
provide high performance products.

Technology guides us.

Aesthetics
We along with our European partners work closely 
with International Design Studios and Industrial Design 
Institutions. This allows us to combine our in-depth 
know-how in rangehoods, with their experience and 
knowledge in design to provide innovative style and 
technical solutions in our products. The aesthetics 
and design of our products allow us to provide our 
customers rangehoods that bring them uniqueness  
and differentiation.

Design and innovation moves us.
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Customers
At Schweigen, we believe that by listening to our 
customers we can continue to provide innovative 
products that exhibit the highest of qualities. Our 
experienced sales team are there to provide helpful 
advice and our service department are there to serve 
our customers as best as possible.

Customers make us evolve.

Ambition
We have the ambition to go further, to provide 
solutions, to identify needs, to innovate, to surprise 
and to achieve! The ambition to deliver products that 
we feel proud of and to provide a service that our 
customers deserve. The ambition to maintain our 
success as the biggest and best rangehood company 
in Australia, which motivates each and every one of 
our employees.

Ambitions make us stronger.

New Products
Schweigen offers customers a wide range of products 
to suit all types of kitchen needs. With innovative 
extraction solutions and the latest ultra-modern 
designs we are committed to providing our customers 
the most advanced products available in the market.

A wide range with bright solutions.
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Paradigma
Decorative, silent and powerful, the 
Paradigma will efficiently remove all odours 
from your kitchen. Aesthetically beautiful, 
our latest ceiling rangehood exquisitely 
integrates ambient lighting that is designed 
with imagination! Suited to every home, the 
Paradigma sets a new standard in elegance.

Features 

 › Automatic power-off

 › Perimeter aspiration

 › Silent motor system, up to 3000m3/hr

 › Fluorescent light

 › 4 extraction speeds

 › Comes as a set of four (1 control module plus  
3 subordinates)

 › Dishwasher safe aluminium filters

 › Remote control for control module*

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

*Note: This model is controlled by remote control only. Schweigen 
recommends using waterproof paint on the ceiling of the kitchen.

Available In
 › Stainless Steel, 360 x 360mm [CC-PARA4S]

 › White, 360 x 360mm [CC-PARA4W]

Right: Brilliant design combines 
the light and extraction  

fan in the same unit.

Perimeter
Aspiration

PA
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Inart 4M
Our ceiling and cassette rangehoods offer 
a new alternative for the modern home and 
are designed to function in large open plan 
living areas. With its generous dimensions, 
coherent power and intense suction that 
is targeted along the sides of the unit, the 
Inart 4M handles intense cooking with ease 
and actively works to remove all grease and 
odours from your kitchen.

Features 

 › Stainless steel finish

 › Perimeter aspiration

 › Dishwasher safe aluminium filters

 › Silent motor system, up to 3000m3/hr

 › Automatic power-off

 › LED lights

 › 4 extraction speeds

 › Remote control*

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

*Note: This model is controlled by remote control only. Schweigen 
recommends using waterproof paint on the ceiling of the kitchen.

Available In
 › 2000 x 1000mm [CC-INARTS]

Right: Stainless steel finish with  
energy efficient LED lights.

Perimeter
Aspiration

PA
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Fortune
Glamorous and sophisticated, the Fortune 
ceiling and cassette rangehood is an exciting 
addition to the Klasse range. Breathtakingly 
beautiful, this unique rangehood has a magic 
all of its own and offers you an exclusively 
designed and stunning alternative. The 
Fortune is designed to make a statement 
and will enhance the overall appearance of 
any modern kitchen.

Features 

 › Stainless steel and glass finish

 › Dishwasher safe aluminium filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Perimeter aspiration

 › Silent motor system, up to 3000m3/hr

 › LED lights

 › 4 extraction speeds

 › Remote control*

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

*Note: This model is controlled by remote control only. Schweigen 
recommends using waterproof paint on the ceiling of the kitchen.

Available In
 › 1300 x 800mm [CC-FORS]

Right: Brilliant design combines the light 
and extraction fan in the same unit.

Perimeter
Aspiration

PA
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Andromeda
The Andromeda’s minimalistic and clean 
lines will enhance any kitchen. By combining 
luminous strip lighting with warm timber, it 
creates not only a unique look, but an ambience 
as well. The Andromeda is aesthetically pleasing 
to the eye, exuding both style and elegance. 
With the revolutionary Balanced Aspiration 
system, the Andromeda provides a unique 
distribution of airflow which creates a higher 
than normal level of suction at both ends of 
the rangehood. The Andromeda is perfect 
for anyone who wishes to create a warm and 
cosy feel in the kitchen.

Features 

 › Wood-glass finish

 › Dishwasher safe stainless steel filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › Strip LED illumination plus halogen lights

 › 4 extraction speeds with remote control*

 › Balanced aspiration system

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

*Note: This model is controlled by remote control only.

Available In
 › 900 x 520mm [KLS-ANDRO9S] Right: Charcoal Blue

Balanced
Aspiration
System

BA
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Regatta
The aesthetically unique Regatta has 
mastered the art of combining silent 
performance with stunning design, making 
it a focal point of any modern kitchen. 
Innovative in appearance, it will transform 
any kitchen into a unique and distinctive 
environment. The Regatta is perfect for those 
who wish to make a statement with their 
choice of rangehood!

Features 

 › Stainless steel finish

 › Dishwasher safe stainless steel filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › LED lights

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › 4 extraction speeds with electronic control

 › Easy clean

 › Remote control*

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

*Note: This model is controlled by remote control only.

Available In
 › 805 x 524mm [KLS-REG9S]

White exterior and interior.
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Alba
Offering optimal levels of illumination and 
a sleek modern design, the Alba will easily 
blend into any modern or contemporary 
kitchen. With the revolutionary Balanced 
Aspiration system, the Alba provides a 
unique distribution of airflow which creates 
a higher than normal level of suction at both 
ends of the rangehood. This produces an 
even and balanced suction throughout  
the hood.

Features 

 › Stainless steel and glass finish

 › Dishwasher safe stainless steel filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Balanced aspiration system

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › Fluorescent and halogen lighting

 › 4 extraction speeds with touch control

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

Available In
 › White Glass, 900 x 520mm [KLS-ALBW9S]

 › Black Glass, 900 x 520mm [KLS-ALBB9S]

4 speed touch control

Balanced
Aspiration
System

BA
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Fortune 
Curve
Created with passion for the most discerning 
of customers, the Fortune Curve will turn 
your kitchen into a work of art! With its 
brilliant lighting, sleek curves and colourful 
appearance, this ultra-modern, super stylish 
and unique rangehood encompasses both 
innovation and practicality. 

Right: Curved glass detail

Features 

 › Stainless steel and glass finish

 › Dishwasher safe aluminium filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › Perimeter aspiration

 › Halogen lights

 › 4 extraction speeds remote control*

 › Main panels available in white or black colour only

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

*Note: This model is controlled by remote control only.

Available In
 › 900 x 436mm [KLS-FOR9S]

Perimeter
Aspiration

PA
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Professional
The Professional is capable of handling the 
most challenging of culinary habits, including 
stir-frying and grilling. Klasse’s Professional 
rangehood integrates a high level of 
performance within a more traditional look 
rangehood. The Professional is ideal for use 
above a large upright or free standing stove.

Features 

 › Stainless steel finish

 › Dishwasher safe stainless steel filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › Halogen lights

 › 4 extraction speeds with electronic control

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

Available In
 › 900 x 500mm [KLS-PRF9S]

Electronic controls with features such as thermometer, timer and indicators.
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Line
Designed to incorporate the exclusive 
Balanced Aspiration system, the Line provides 
a unique distribution of airflow which creates 
a higher than normal level of suction at both 
ends of the rangehood. This produces an 
even and balanced suction throughout the 
rangehoods. Using our innovative technology, 
we have revolutionised our rangehoods’ 
performance, exceeding all Australian 
standards. The Line is most suited to the 
cook who consistently uses multiple  
burners at once.

Features 

 › Stainless steel finish

 › Dishwasher safe stainless steel filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › Halogen lights

 › 4 extraction speeds with electronic control

 › Easy clean

 › Balanced aspiration system

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

Available In
 › 900 x 520mm [WM-LIN9S]

Electronic controls

Balanced
Aspiration
System

BA
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Glass
Klasse’s new Glass Undermount offers an 
easy to clean surface with delicate lines and 
luminous strip lighting. Featuring a striking 
glass finish, this fully integrated rangehood is 
hidden within the cabinetry. This is the perfect 
solution for busy families that wish to reduce 
cleaning time.

Right: The filter is concealed 
behind the glass cover

Features 

 › Glass finish 

 › Dishwasher safe aluminium filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Perimeter aspiration

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › Strip LED illumination

 › 4 extraction speeds with touch control

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

Available In
 › White Glass, 895 x 295mm [KLS-9GLASS]

 › Black Glass, 895 x 295mm [KLS-9GLASSBLKS]

Perimeter
Aspiration

PA
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Catalonia
Concealed and undermount style rangehoods 
have revolutionised the way we look 
at modern kitchen ventilation. Hidden 
underneath the cabinetry, they are neither 
seen nor heard as they actively target and 
remove grease and odours from your kitchen. 
The Catalonia is perfect for those who desire 
a fully integrated kitchen, rather than the more 
traditional rangehood setting.

Features 

 › Dishwasher safe stainless steel filters

 › Automatic power-off

 › Halogen lights

 › Silent motor system, up to 1600m3/hr

 › 4 extraction speeds with electronic control

 › 3 year warranty on the rangehood

Available In
 › 895 x 295mm [GA-900S]

Electronic control buttons
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How to choose the right rangehood for your kitchen?
Choosing the right rangehood for your kitchen can often be a tiresome task. With the many types of options available in the market for you to 
choose from it can easily get confusing and you soon find yourself back at square one deciding on what is important for you. At Schweigen  
we understand this dilemma and have made it as easy as possible to choose the perfect rangehood for your kitchen.

By following our 3 step process, choosing the perfect Schweigen rangehood is really as easy as 1, 2, 3!

Step 3 
Enjoy your conversations  
in the kitchen again

Step 2 
Choose the power  
option of your Silent  
Isodrive motor

Step 1 
Choose your  
rangehood design
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Step 1: Choose your rangehood design
Rangehood Type

Depending on your kitchen configuration you will need to choose the right type of rangehood design to suit your needs.

Ceiling Cassettes

Installed into the ceiling or a bulkhead this type of 
rangehood is perfect for modern open plan kitchens.

Wall Canopies

Positioned against a wall over your cooktop. Perhaps 
the most common type of rangehood.

Undermount Rangehoods

Built into a cupboard above your cooktop, this is the 
best way to hide away your rangehood.
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Rangehood Size

The choice of an appropriate rangehood size in relation to the cooking area is essential for a satisfactory technical operation.

OPTIMAL
Rangehood bigger than the cooking area.

ADEQUATE
Rangehood equal to the cooking area.

INADEQUATE
Rangehood smaller than the cooking area.
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Types of Aspiration*

Perimeter Aspiration — Efficiency, without compromising aesthetics

Unlike traditional rangehoods where the filters cover most of the surface area, the Perimeter Aspiration system is designed to create perimeter 
ventilation. It achieves this by increasing suction, targeting airflow and channelling it around the entire edge of the rangehood. This facilitates the 
capture and filtering of odours generated by cooking. The Perimeter Aspiration system is based on the Venturi effect, a system which is designed 
to compress and increase the flow of air. 

With a specially designed cover made from either glass or stainless steel, these units are easy to clean and aesthetically pleasing to the eye.
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Improvement example of the aspiration of a 120mm rangehood with a 900mm cooking zone.

TRADITIONAL
Optimal Intake Zone: 30% of the cooking zone.

900mm

Optimal Intake Zone

1200mm

3% 3%

13% 13%

21%

26%

B. A. SYSTEM
Optimal Intake Zone: More than 80%  

of the cooking zone.

90 cm.900mm

Optimal Intake Zone

1200mm

20%

18%

12% 12%

10% 10%

Note: Approximate data, results of the average behaviour of all the products in the range. *Only available on selected models.

B. A. System internal Details

Types of Aspiration*

Balanced Aspiration System (B. A. System) — Highly efficient and easy to clean

Schweigen introduces a breakthrough in domestic rangehood technology which enables our rangehoods to maintain a high level of absorption 
and performance across the entire surface area of the filters. 

Working with our European partners, our Balanced Aspiration system is precisely controlled by a perforated inner panel, that produces the most 
effective and even ventilation system possible.

The B. A. System is designed for easy clean-up, due to the impenetrable plate that is affixed to the filters. This creates a barrier that stops grease 
from building up inside the rangehood and prevents grease from accessing the mechanical and electrical components and ensures user safety.
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Step 2: Choose the power option of your Silent  
 Isodrive motor
The level of suction required from your rangehood will depend on the type of food you cook and the amount of cooking you undertake. A 
rangehood with sufficient power will ensure that all smoke, steam and odours are removed from your kitchen.

“ The Isodrive motor is so 
reliable we have backed it with 

a 10 year motor warranty. ”

Australian
Design

AU
German
Made Motor

DE
10 year 
Motor 
Warranty

Energy 
Saving
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 › 650m3/hr airflow

 › 3 x energy efficient

 › German manufactured motor

 › The motor housing is made from 
ASA, the most durable of plastics 
in direct sunlight. The electrics are 
totally concealed and not affected by 
the weather

 › Motor comes with flexi ducting, solid 
roof extension pipe and bell housing

 › 10 year warranty

 › Types of installation: roof, wall  
and eaves

 › 1100m3/hr airflow

 › 3 x energy efficient

 › German manufactured motor

 › The motor housing is made from 
ASA, the most durable of plastics 
in direct sunlight. The electrics are 
totally concealed and not affected by 
the weather

 › Motor comes with flexi ducting, solid 
roof extension pipe and bell housing

 › 10 year warranty

 › Y joint may be required

 › Types of installation: roof, wall  
and eaves

 › 1600m3/hr airflow

 › 3 x energy efficient

 › German manufactured motor

 › The motor housing is powder coated 
galvanized steel, which can be 
painted to any colour of your choice

 › Motor comes with flexi ducting, solid 
roof extension pipe and bell housing

 › 10 year warranty

 › Types of installation: roof and wall

Light Cooking
Single External Motor

Moderate Cooking
Twin External Motor

Heavy Cooking
Powerful External Motor

Supreme Cooking
Twin Powerful External Motor

 › 3000m3/hr airflow

 › 3 x energy efficient

 › German manufactured motor with  
10 year warranty

 › The motor housing is powder coated 
galvanized steel, which can be 
painted to any colour of your choice

 › Motor comes with flexi ducting, solid 
roof extension pipe and bell housing

 › Y joint may be required

 › Types of installation: roof and wall

 › This system is primarily used with 
ceiling cassette rangehoods
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Step 3: Enjoy your conversations in the kitchen again
With the external Isodrive motor installed alongside your new silent rangehood, you will now be able to enjoy the conversations, the laughter and 
the memories of the moments spent in your kitchen for years to come.
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Specifications
Model Style Size (mm) Filter Type Filter Quantity Fan Speed Finish/Colour

CC-PARA4S Ceiling Cassette 360 x 360 Aluminium 1 4 Stainless Steel

CC-PARA4W Ceiling Cassette 360 x 360 Aluminium 1 4 White Lacquered

CC-INARTS Ceiling Cassette 2000 x 1000 Aluminium 8 4 Stainless Steel

CC-FORS Ceiling Cassette 1300 x 800 Aluminium 4 4 Stainless Steel and Glass

KLS-ANDRO9S Wall Mount 900 x 520 Stainless Steel 2 4 Stainless Steel and Wood

KLS-REG9S Wall Mount 805 x 524 Stainless Steel 2 4 Stainless Steel and Glass

KLS-ALBW9S Wall Mount 900 x 520 Stainless Steel 3 4 Stainless Steel and White Glass

KLS-ALBB9S Wall Mount 900 x 520 Stainless Steel 3 4 Stainless Steel and Black Glass

KLS-FOR9S Wall Mount 900 x 436 Aluminium 4 4 Stainless Steel and Glass

KLS-PRF9S Wall Mount 900 x 500 Stainless Steel 3 4 Stainless Steel

WM-LIN9S Wall Mount 900 x 520 Stainless Steel 3 4 Stainless Steel

KLS-9GLASS Undermount 895 x 295 Aluminium 1 4 White Glass

KLS-9GLASSBLKS Undermount 895 x 295 Aluminium 1 4 Black Glass

GA-900S Undermount 895 x 295 Stainless Steel 1 4 Stainless Steel
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Model Motor Options (m3/h) Control Light Type Light Quantity Perimeter Aspiration BA System

CC-PARA4S 1600 / 3000 Remote Fluorescent 4 -

CC-PARA4W 1600 / 3000 Remote Fluorescent 4 -

CC-INARTS 3000 Remote LED 10 -

CC-FORS 1600 / 3000 Remote LED 24 (1 plate) -

KLS-ANDRO9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Remote Strip LED and Halogen 1 Strip LED and 2 Halogen -

KLS-REG9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Remote LED 6 - -

KLS-ALBW9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Touch Fluorescent and Halogen 1 Fluorescent and 2 Halogen -

KLS-ALBB9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Touch Fluorescent and Halogen 1 Fluorescent and 2 Halogen -

KLS-FOR9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Remote Halogen 4 -

KLS-PRF9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Electronic Halogen 2 - -

WM-LIN9S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Electronic Halogen 2 -

KLS-9GLASS 650 / 1100 / 1600 Touch Strip LED 1 -

KLS-9GLASSBLKS 650 / 1100 / 1600 Touch Strip LED 1 -

GA-900S 650 / 1100 / 1600 Electronic Halogen 2 - -

Consumer Information

Under our policy of continuous product development, product specifications may change without notice. Prospective purchasers should therefore check with the manufacturer to ensure this publication correctly describes the products being 
offered for sale. All information supplied is to be used for general reference purposes only and is on the understanding that Schweigen Home Appliances will not be liable for any loss, liability or damage of whatever kind arising as a result of any 
reliance upon such information. Colours of products illustrated are as close as printing limitations allow. All pictures used in the brochure are for illustrative purposes only.
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Technical Drawings
Paradigma (CC-PARA4S, CC-PARA4W)

Air outlet Ø200 - Fitting measures 340 x 340

Fortune (CC-FORS)

Air outlet 2 x Ø200 - Fitting measures 1230 x 700

Inart 4m (CC-INARTS)

Air outlet 2 x Ø200 - Fitting measures 1930 x 930

Alba (KLS-ALBW9S, KLS-ALBB9S)

Air outlet Ø200

Regatta (KLS-REG9S)

Air outlet Ø200

Andromeda (KLS-ANDRO9S)

Air outlet Ø200
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Professional (KLS-PRF9S)

Air outlet Ø200

Fortune Curve (KLS-FOR9S)

Air outlet Ø200

Line (WM-LIN9S)
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Glass (KLS-9GLASS, KLS-9GLASSBLKS)

Air outlet Ø200
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Consumer Information
Under our policy of continuous product development, product 

specifications may change without notice. Prospective 

purchasers should therefore check with the manufacturer to 

ensure this publication correctly describes the products being 

offered for sale. All information supplied is to be used for 

general reference purposes only and is on the understanding 

that Schweigen Home Appliances will not be liable for any loss, 

liability or damage of whatever kind arising as a result of any 

reliance upon such information. Colours of products illustrated 

are as close as printing limitations allow. All pictures used in the 

brochure are for illustrative purposes only.
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